Shipwrights laying out templates in the mould
loft, 1958
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After the launch of the ST. LOMAN, 1957

A 1959 plan of the ARCTIC CAVALIER and ARCTIC CORSAIR, as digitised for the ‘Trawling Through Time’ project and held in the East Riding Archives

View from the boardroom, 1960s

In the fabrication shop, 1960s

YORKSHIRE BELLE in for a refit
in the 1950s

The yard was re-opened by C.D. Holmes, who had done the fitting out of the CWG ships in Hull. In 1973 it
became part of the Drypool Shipbuilding & Engineering Co, but they also went into liquidation in 1976. Whitby
Shipbuilders Ltd (later Phoenix Shipbuilders Ltd) took it over, but in 1977 the Beverley yard finally closed.

Riveters at the yard, 1961

Shipwrights and sawyers in the sawmill, 1950s

After launching the ships were towed down river to
be fitted out in Hull
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In 1962 CWG went into voluntary liquidation,
launching their last tug LADY ELSIE in October 1962.
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Preparing to launch a tank landing craft, 1944

Painting of a ship launch by Beverley artist Frederick William Elwell (1870-1958)

The 1960s saw problems in the fishing industry,
leading to a reduction in orders. Meanwhile the
development of ever-larger ships caused problems
for CWG as all vessels had to be towed down the
sinuous River Hull to be fitted out in Hull.
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Ships that have been launched and others still on
the stocks, 1948
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Cook, Welton & Gemmell had a good reputation for build quality. Their ARCTIC CORSAIR (1960) is now a walkon museum in Hull. And another, the YORKSHIRE BELLE (1947), is a pleasure boat operating from Bridlington.

By 2021 Beverley’s historic shipyard had come full circle. Like Richard
Hopwood 268 years earlier, John Marin was the last remaining independent
shipbuilder on the site. This tribute stands on his family’s land.

Working the steel, 1960s
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Ship launch at the “Little Grovehill yard”,
around 1903

Launch of the KINGSTON PEARL, 1958
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Peace time brought demand for new ships,
and the yard was soon working to capacity.
The workforce reached nearly 700 people
including office staff, riveters, drillers, platers,
caulkers, blacksmiths, burners, welders,
shipwrights, joiners, painters and a French
polisher.

Ship launches always drew big crowds

Ship being shelled, 1960s

Trawler under construction, 1928
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As the Second World War drew nearer the
Admiralty began to order ships for the Royal
Navy. Between 1939 and 1945 CWG built 88
vessels (minesweepers, corvettes and tank
landing craft) for the Royal Navy and 5 for the
Ministry of Transport.
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In 1901 the Grovehill yard was taken over
by Cook, Welton & Gemmell (CWG) of Hull,
who launched their first vessel, the steam tug
HUNTSMAN, here in February 1902.

During the First World War CWG continued
to build trawlers, largely requisitioned by the
Admiralty. Although orders declined after the
war the revival of the fishing industry after
1924 led to CWG playing a major role in the
development of Hull’s fishing fleet.
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Scarr’s shipyard on the right bank of the river,
date unknown

Satellite image, 2020
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At the same time, a second shipyard on the
opposite bank was set up in 1892 by Joseph
and Henry Scarr who moved here from the
head of Beverley Beck. Scarr’s yard built
vessels for inland or coastal commercial trade
until 1938. A concrete slipway on the far bank
is now the only reminder of that yard.

The yard c.1890, Crathorne’s mill in the
background, and Nag’s Head pub on the right
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By the later 19th century iron steam trawlers
were being used for Hull’s growing fishing
industry, and the yard was taken over by
the short-lived Vulcan Ironworks Company
from 1882 to 1884. It was then acquired by
Cochrane’s who employed about 400 people,
and produced 289 steam trawlers between
1884 and 1900.
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Plan of the Grovehill shipyard in 1837

Ordnance Survey map, 1910

Preparing for a ship launch, 1950s
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Building and repair of wooden boats started
here in 1763 when Richard Hopwood had
just one shed, but it became a major industry
during the Napoleonic Wars (1803-1815) when
ships of several hundred tons were being built.

You are
here
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In the 1950s, while the yard was managed by Cook, Welton & Gemmell,
nearly 700 men worked here, making it one of Beverley’s biggest industries.
During their 60 years here Cook, Welton & Gemmell built 981 vessels.
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You are standing at the entrance to Beverley’s historic shipyard. From 1763
until 1977 hundreds of ships were built here, distinctively launched sideways
(‘broadside on’) into the narrow river.

Aerial view of Beverley shipyard before the 1940s. During the war a large Admiralty shed was added at the top end of the site

For plenty more information on shipbuilding in Beverley visit the Beverley Guildhall, or East Riding
Archives ‘Trawling Through Time’ project blog. You can also do a short trail here at Grovehill and listen
to memories of shipbuilders by downloading the ‘What Was Here’ app and searching for ‘Beverley
Shipyard Voices’ in ‘Trails’.

John Marin at the Beverley Shipyard in 2020

This tribute would not have been possible without the inspiration and passion of Howard Tomlinson MBE with the assistance of Peter W. Naylor (sculptor). Thanks to those who generously donated their time and effort towards creating the Grovehill Heritage Trail, funded by the Tesco Bags of Help Scheme. Thanks also to W. Campbell & Son Ltd, Greens the Signmakers, East Riding Museums and Archives, Houlton, Addplant, SLM Crane Hire, and John Marin, Beverley’s last working shipwright. In remembrance of all the generations of former shipyard workers.

